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Invesco Final Report 

 

 

Introduction: 

  

Our goal was to find the best five locations for companies like Invesco to invest in 

that allow distribution companies like XYZ to operate efficiently and see the best return 

for their money. We assessed the best five initial locations to service the demographic 

prefered and then went on to mark all other locations necessary for further expansion in 

the future to service the whole population of the four counties. 

 

Process:  

  

 Online Softwares such as Costar were essential to this project. Costar is a real 

estate analyst that lets you put in the specific requirements of a property in a certain 

location and the software will narrow down your search for you. Unfortunately there was 

only one location that met the square footage requirement of +/50,000 so we were 

forced to scale it down to a minimum of +/20,000 square feet to +/50,000. We also 

applied the zoning requirements choosing only locations that were industrial, 

commercial, or flex zoning. All of these filters yielded about 55 properties that were then 

put into an excel file and applied to the Maptitude software to cross with their census 

data and determine the best locations.  

Below is the initial map created to outline the four counties Invesco was looking 

into: Tarrant, Dallas, Colin, and Denton county. The green check marks are the five 

locations that Maptitude’s location analyst deemed the best choices for the territory after 

I had added the demographic requirements of our top age groups and income. The 

demographics applied to the territory were Ages 25-35, Ages 45-55, and an annual 

Income over $200,000. 

The top five locations found were in Frisco, Plano, Arlington, and Irving. Each 

location is situated in largely suburban areas that have rising populations and 

development. Each of these locations is ideal for servicing the whole of these cities as 

they continue to grow in population. 
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Below is a Thematic Map of the Census Data: Age 25-35 

 
 

Below is a Thematic Map of the Census Data: Age 45-55 
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Results:  

 

 

Below are the final maps that mark the number top 5 best locations Maptitude 

determined in red, and the yellow dots mark any other distribution centers that would be 

needed to service the entirety of the four counties within a 30 minute delivery time. As 

you can see in the map below there would only need to be 1 more location added near 

Irving to service the whole territory.  
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The final map below with the purple area is the drive time reach of the five top 

locations. The purple marks the reach of each location within a 20 minute delivery time 

and is placed on top of the thematic map marking the annual income over $200,000. 

This allows us to determine how far reaching these locations would be into the wealthier 

parts of town and also determine where Invesco should look to invest when expanding 

this project. 
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